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Day Of
A Stress-Free & Unforgettable Start to a Bride's Wedding Day 

 



What is 'Day Of'?
Made by Mars, specializes in providing a unique and exceptional

service known as "Day Of." This service is specifically designed to cater
to brides on the morning of their weddings, ensuring that they and
their bridal party or the entire wedding party have everything they
need for a truly unforgettable and stress-free start to the big day.

 
The centerpiece of your "Day Of" service is the Brunch Styled Grazing
Table. This is a beautifully presented and abundant spread of various

delectable food items, all curated to create a visually stunning and
mouthwatering brunch experience. The table will feature an array of
delights, including cheeses, meats, fruits, baked goods, jams, bagel

smears, mini chicken and waffles, yogurt parfaits, and more.
 

To accompany this delightful feast, you provide a well-stocked Coffee
Station. This ensures that everyone can enjoy a freshly brewed cup of

coffee to help kickstart the day and keep the energy levels high.
 

Another highlight of your service is the Mimosa Bar. This bar includes
all the essentials needed to craft the perfect mimosa, such as different
fruit juices, fresh fruit garnishes, cups, and even a champagne wall. The

only thing your clients need to provide is the champagne itself.
 

Ultimately, we specialize in creating an extraordinary and stress-free
start to a bride's wedding day by offering a comprehensive package

that covers a delicious and visually appealing brunch grazing table, a
convenient and well-equipped coffee station, and a delightful mimosa

bar setup. Our expertise ensures that brides and their parties can focus
on enjoying the momentous occasion while indulging 

in a lavish and memorable morning spread.
 



Brunch Styled
Grazing Table

 There will be a variety of
cheese, meats, fruits,

baked goods, jams, bagel
smears, mini chicken and
waffles, yogurt parfaits,

and more. 

Coffee 
Station

Our coffee station
includes two flavors of

coffee, variety of
creamers, sugar, 

 a Torani flavor bar, cups,
stirrers, and more. 

Mimosa Bar
The mimosa bar includes

everything that you need to
make a perfect mimosa,
such as juice, fruit, cups,

champagne wall, and more.
All you have to do is provide

the champagne! 

What is included?

Set up & clean up included!



Grazing Table
A brunch-themed grazing table is a visually appealing and

abundant display of various food items typically associated
with brunch. There will be a variety of cheese, meats, fruits,
baked goods, jams, bagel smears, mini chicken and waffles,

yogurt parfaits, and more. Included with the food is disposable
plates, disposable cutlery, napkins, and decor.



Coffee Bar
Our meticulously curated coffee station is a haven of possibilities,

offering a symphony of flavors to tantalize your taste buds. Indulge in the
choice of two meticulously selected coffee flavors, each brewed to
perfection. Elevate your brew with an array of luscious creamers,

handpicked to cater to every palate. Add a touch of sweetness with an
assortment of sugars, allowing you to craft your coffee just the way you
love it. Explore a world of creativity with our Torani flavor bar, inviting
you to infuse your coffee with unique and delightful twists. All these

elements, combined with our thoughtfully provided cups and stirrers,
culminate in an experience that is as enchanting as it is invigorating.



Mimosa Bar
This bar includes all the essentials needed to craft the perfect

mimosa, such as different fruit juices, fresh fruit garnishes,
cups, and even a table top champagne wall. The only thing you

need to provide is the champagne itself.



Important Information 

$22 per person 
 

*$400 minimum* 

Price:

What is included:

Delivery Cost:

Brunch Grazing Table
Mimosa Bar

Coffee Station
Disposable Plates & Utensils 

Set up & clean up

Delivery charges are waived for orders 
that are within a 20-mile radius. Delivery

charges are $0.50 per mile outside of that
radius round trip.

 


